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OpenAIRE y EL PODER DE 
LOS REPOSITORIOS
2
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Nuestros repositorios 
pueden ser los tesoros de 
nuestra institución...
Pero no pueden ser 
islas del tesoro...
Cada repositorio individualmente puede ser 
valioso para su institución o comunidad.
Pero cada repositorio solo tiene un valor 
muy limitado…
EL VALOR DE LOS REPOSITORIOS
El valor real de los repositorios recae en el 
potencial de interconexión para crear una red 
de repositorios, una red que puede proveer 
un acceso unificado a los resultados de la 
investigación y son (re-) utilizados por las 
máquinas y los investigadores.
El caso de Interoperabilidad para Repositorios de Acceso Abierto - COAR Briefing Paper
Para lograr este potencial de crear un cuerpo unificado de 





Logramos las redes… pero…
Devolver el control del sistema de comunicación científica a la 
comunidad investigadora y académica!
Fortalecer y ampliar el papel de la institución en la comunicación científica.
Los repositorios son herramientas importantes para actualizar esta visión.
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Futuro de las Bibliotecas, Oct 2016: 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Next generation repositories
Visión
Posicionar los repositorios (y sus instituciones) como la 
base para una infraestructura de comunicación académica 
y científica distribuida y globalmente interconectada.
Next generation repositories
Dos ideas central para actualizar nuestra vision
• Mejorar la funcionalidad de los repositorios:
–Ser de, y no solamente estar en, La Web.
–Interoperabilidad global.
–Repositorios pro-activos.
• Suportar el desarrollo de servicios de valor agregado
(recommender Systems, Open Peer Review, Usage stats).
Next generation repositories
Next generation repositories
It is potential for interoperation which 
elevates the institutional repository from a 
local system, to a networked system"
Repositories as Infrastructure – Paul Walk
Tecnologia en evolución. 
Fuerte apoyo de la Comunidad.
Controlo distribuido.
Repositories as Infrastructure!




Services and recent/future developments 
for funders and content providers.
OpenAIRE
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Repositories in OpenAIRE may 
be interested to acquire 
metadata information about 
publications that are 
“potentially of interest 
to them” 
i.e. be part of their collection: 
add new records, enrich the 




• Harvesting from repository and return to repository its records if they 
have been “enriched” by deduplication and/or inference
•Addition is less obvious
• Based on relationships, in turn identified by inference algorithms
• Must be augmented with notion of “trust” to enable “tuning” options in 
































Repositories can subscribe to the service and receive notifications about records of 
potential interest and specify 
• what metadata fields they would like to be notified of
• how to be notified.
The service can notify the repositories in different ways
• via custom (OpenAIRE defined) repository APIs for metadata ingestion 
• via email to the repository managers and via web interface.
Subscription & notification
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Broker services available via a specific dashboard 



















 Data source registration
 Validation (against guidelines)
 Content enrichment and fixing
 Content notifications
 Data source usage statistics
Dashboard Functionalities




Align Open Science policies. 
Sync infrastructures.
Monitor and report.
OpenAIRE helps you measure 
research funding impact and 
supports monitoring of Open Access
Open Access & Open Research Data in H2020
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OpenAIRE monitoring for EC
reports
EC projects and funding streams pages and stats
Funders related activities in OpenAIRE
Sync infrastructures and Support 
national e-infrastructures
Guidelines for metadata funding info 
Monitor mandate compliance
Align and support OA policies
Text mining and inference
Statistics and reporting
Analytics and trends
APIs with projects list for 
repository software
www.openaire.euBETA
Funders Integration status (Oct. 2017) 34
Funder Country Status
European Commission (FP7 & H2020) EU Production
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) Portugal Production
Wellcome trust (WT) UK Production
National Science Foundation (NSF) US Production
National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) Australia Production
Australian Research Council (ARC) Australia Production
Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development (MESTD) Serbia Production
Ministry of Science Education and Sport (MZOS/MSES) Croatia Production
Croatia Science Foundation (HRZZ/CSF) Croatia Production
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) Nederlands Production
Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Ireland Production
National Institute of Health (NIH) US Production
Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) Switzerland Production
Austrian Science Fund (FWF) Austria Production
Research Council UK (RCUK) UK BETA
Tara Expedition Foundation (TARA) France BETA
Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (Tubitak) Turkey BETA
Academy of Finland Finland BETA
CONICYT Chile BETA
Ministry of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness Spain BETA
German Research Foundation (DFG) Germany Pilot
Funder integration in OpenAIRE: simplified workflow
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1. Obtain list of projects
2. Data analysis for 
integration and inference 
module
3. Integration on DB
4. IIS module integration
5. Inference
6. Data provision on beta
7. Quality check
Results available on the 
OpenAIRE portal
ESPAÑA: 2 funding streams, 4623 projects = 4622  publications 
(provisional results – testing)
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The APIs offer custom access to metadata about projects funded by all funders 
integrated in the OpenAIRE info space (Dspace, Eprints, other repository  platforms).
(E.g. Funders Projects List Dspace Add-on)
OpenAIRE API (1/3)
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‘Claim’ functionality available for all national funders
Link research results portal facilities (2/3)
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Link publication or datasets to projects: 
Identify the project, select publications or 
datasets and set the access rights.




A Usage Statistics Hub for 
Responsible Metrics
Usage Statistics Service
• Tracking of views and downloads / collecting COUNTER reports
• Push or Pull collection workflows.
• Anonymisation of IP-addresses.
• metadata deduplication enables accumulation of views and 
downloads for same documents 
• COUNTER Code of Practice compatibility.
• standards based usage statistics.
• enables comparability with statistics from other data sources.
Usage Statistics Service Features
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• World's leading open-source analytics platform.
• Valuable insights into website traffic and visitors activity. 
• Piwik collects and stores PII (personally identifiable information).
• Keeps full data ownership and can control who has access. 
• Robot filtering plugin.
• Compliant with EU regulations.
• Recommended by privacy organizations such as ULD (Germany) 
and CNIL (France).
Piwik Analytics platform
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• An institutional repository is registered in Piwik.
• Two tracking options:
• Client side: A small Javascript snippet embedded in web pages.
• Server side: A plugin, using Piwik’s HTTP API, developed for DSpace (patch) and Eprints.
• Usage Activity is tracked and logged at Piwik platform in real time.
• Ιnformation is transferred offline, using Piwik’s API, to OpenAire’s 
DBs for statistical analysis.
• Statistics are deployed via OpenAire’s Portal or Sushi-Lite API.
Tier-1: Push Usage Statistics Tracking Workflow
• Client Side Javascript snippet
• Easy configurable.
• Can be applied to any type of repository infrastructure.
• Information can be blocked by javascript blockers.
• “Direct” downloads are missed.
• Server Side plugin
• More accurate tracking.
• Tackles missing “direct” downloads problem.
• A custom plugin should be developed for each repository infrastructure.
Tier-1 Usage Statistics Tracking Workflow
• Applying data processing rules according to COUNTER Code of 
Practice:
• ie. counting requests depending on session duration, tracing double-clicks
• Bot filtering
• Piwik Bot Plugin
• COUNTER Robots Working Group
• Link of usage event with metadata record in OpenAIRE
• Accumulate views and counts of deduplicated records
Cleaning and Consolidation
• Gathering of consolidated statistics reports from 
aggregation services, such as IRUS-UK, using protocols such 
as SUSHI-Lite.
• Statistics are stored to OpenAire’s DB for statistical analysis.
• Statistics are deployed via OpenAire’s Portal or Sushi-Lite 
API.
Tier-2:  Collecting (Pull) Consolidated Usage Statistics Reports
● three steps to join OpenAIRE Usage Statistics
○ enable “usage metrics” for your data source
○ download & configure tracking plugin in your data source
○ confirmation by OpenAIRE once usage events are tracked in PIWIK
● or enter SUSHI endpoint to let OpenAIRE collect COUNTER reports
Metrics in the OpenAire Repository Manager Dashboard
Download 
tracker 
Configure Deploy & Test
Validation & 
Confirmation
Content Provider Dashboard - Start Page
Enable Metrics for selected Datasource
Summarized Usage Statistics on the content provider level





• Robust metrics in terms of accuracy and scope;
• Humble metrics recognizing that quantitative evaluation should support qualitative, expert assessment;
• Open and Transparent metrics;
• Diverse metrics by field in order to support the plurality of research and researcher career paths across the system;
• Reflexible metrics for recognising, anticipating and updating the systemic and potential effects of indicators.





Open Science as-a-Service in the OpenAIRE infrastructure
Facilitate Research Communities adoption of 
Open Science publishing principles by 
supporting publishing tools as-a-Service
Facilitate repositories at moving towards Open 
Science publishing by supporting notification-
based research communication as-a-Service
Open Science publishing
Supporting reproducibility and transparent evaluation
Open Science Publishing: barriers





















































































Research Communities and Open Science benefits
• Can continue their publishing practices, but, if needed they have support for 
deposition of any artefact
Common repository for publishing (deposition) of 
datasets, methods, and packages
• Community information space to share, discovery, and reuse (reproduce) 
scientific results
Collaborative curation of a community-specific 
research communication domain
• Scientific reward strategies can be developed





















Repositories of publications, datasets, projects, methods, packages


























Repositories of publications, datasets, projects, methods, packages















Repositories: Open Science benefits
• Enabling addition of links to artefacts of any kind 
Extending  repository metadata models to 
Open Science
• “Almost real-time” exchange of information: notifications about links to other 
artefacts, missing properties, and missing artefacts
Keeping their collection up-to-date: 
enrichments and additions
• Enabling repositories to be notified of content of interest, enabling 
construction of research-focused aggregators by notifications





OpenAIRE advance will build on the 
outcomes of the COAR Next 
Generation Repositories 
Repositories forming a distributed global knowledge network have the potential to 
promote the transformation of the scholarly communication ecosystem. 
One of the barriers is a lack of web-based integration with other innovative scholarly services. 
There is a clear need for repository platforms to adopt modern web-technologies and protocols 
that will allow them to better interact with more innovative and sophisticated scholarly 
networked tools and services.
OpenAIRE advance will build on the outcomes of the COAR Next Generation Repositories 
Working Group and support the implementation of new functionalities. 
Next generation repositories
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NextGenerationRepositories in OpenAIRE advance
1. Improving discovery and content transfer.
2. Open Metrics for repositories
3. Annotation service
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